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Subject: Merit Based Scholarships for Undergraduate Students
No. 4311: Incoming Students
These scholarships are awarded to incoming undergraduate students for their outstanding academic
performance prior to being enrolled at ADA University.
•

Rector’s List of Honor
Incoming undergraduate students who will have scored 700 on SEC exams will receive
100% tuition waiver for the duration of their studies provided that they maintain minimum
3.0 semester GPA or successfully pass EAPP year. Such scholars that has failed to meet
the above requirements is eligible for consideration for continuation of scholarship in the
following term.
Incoming undergraduate students who will have scored 650 or above on SEC exams will
receive 100% tuition waiver for first year of their studies. This waiver does not apply to
students admitted to Bachelor of Business Administration or Bachelor of Laws programs.
The waiver applies only to the first year of study, whether a student enrolls directly in a
degree program or in EAPP.

•

Dean’s List of Distinction
Incoming undergraduate students who will have scored 600 or higher in State Entrance
Examination get 50% waiver off their first year tuition. The waiver applies only to the first
year of study, whether a student enrolls directly in a degree program or in EAPP. This
waiver does not apply to students admitted to Bachelor of Business Administration or
Bachelor of Laws programs.
No merit based scholarships are offered based on the results of SAT test, unless students
submit minimum 600 from relevant SAT Subject Tests. Such student will receive 50%
waiver off their first semester tuition.

No. 4312: Returning Students
Office of Student Services announces a list of students who receive honors and distinctions at the
end of each semester. Top 20 percent of each undergraduate class gets included on these lists and
receives scholarships.
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The standard for inclusion in the Honors and Distinctions Lists is the following:
•

Rector’s List of Honor

Students scoring the highest 4.0 GPA are granted 100% waiver off their tuition fee and
receive the honor.
•

Dean’s List of Distinction

Students scoring in the top 10% of each program cohort are granted 50% waiver off their
tuition and receive the distinction.
•

List of High Performance

Students scoring in the next top 10% of each program cohort receive 25% waiver off their
tuition.
Students have to maintain a full-load coursework by earned hours in order to be eligible for Merit
Based Scholarships. Students found in violation of the ADA University Honor Code once will not
be eligible for scholarship for the remainder of their tenure at the University. If a student has one
failing grade (F, NP) in the given semester, he/she is not eligible for merit- based scholarship.
Cumulative GPA may be referred to when two or more students have the same GPA. Scholarship
is awarded by GPA in effect as of the day of award.
Grades of undergraduate students studying in an exchange program at another institution are not
calculated in GPA. Therefore, they cannot be considered for a merit-based scholarship.
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